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Abstract

Ecosystems of multiple blockchains are now a reality. Multi-chain applications and protocols are perceived as necessary to
enable scalability, privacy, and composability. Despite being a promising emerging area, we have been witnessing devastating
attacks on cross-chain bridges that have caused billions of dollars in losses, and no apparent solution seems to emerge from the
ongoing chaos. In this paper, we present our contribution to minimizing bridge attacks, by monitoring a cross-chain model. In
particular, we aggregate cross-chain events into cross-chain transactions, and verify if they follow a set of cross-chain rules,
which then generate a model.

We propose Hephaestus, the first cross-chain model generator that captures the operational complexity of cross-chain applica-
tions. Hephaestus can generate cross-chain models from local transactions in different ledgers, realizing arbitrary cross-chain
use cases and allowing operators to monitor their applications. Monitoring helps identify outliers and malicious behavior, which
can enable programmatically stopping attacks (“a circuit breaker”), including bridge hacks.Â

We conduct a detailed evaluation of our system, where we implement a cross-chain bridge use case. Our experimental results

show that Hephaestus can process 600 cross-chain transactions in less than 5.5 seconds in an environment with two blockchains

using sublinear storage, paving the way for more resilient bridge designs.
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Abstract—Ecosystems of multiple blockchains are now a re-
ality. Multi-chain applications and protocols are perceived as
necessary to enable scalability, privacy, and composability. De-
spite being a promising emerging area, we have been witnessing
devastating attacks on cross-chain bridges that have caused
billions of dollars in losses, and no apparent solution seems to
emerge from the ongoing chaos. In this paper, we present our
contribution to minimizing bridge attacks, by monitoring a cross-
chain model. In particular, we aggregate cross-chain events into
cross-chain transactions, and verify if they follow a set of cross-
chain rules, which then generate a model.

We propose Hephaestus, the first cross-chain model gen-
erator that captures the operational complexity of cross-chain
applications. Hephaestus can generate cross-chain models
from local transactions in different ledgers, realizing arbitrary
cross-chain use cases and allowing operators to monitor their
applications. Monitoring helps identify outliers and malicious
behavior, which can enable programmatically stopping attacks
(“a circuit breaker”), including bridge hacks. We conduct a
detailed evaluation of our system, where we implement a cross-
chain bridge use case. Our experimental results show that
Hephaestus can process 600 cross-chain transactions in less
than 5.5 seconds in an environment with two blockchains using
sublinear storage, paving the way for more resilient bridge
designs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, many initiatives and projects have appeared
around the concept of blockchain interoperability (BI), where a
multi-chain ecosystem is perceived as the enabler for a scalable
and adaptable platform for various use cases [1]–[4]. To enable
such an ecosystem, bespoke distributed ledger technology
(DLT) interoperability solutions, such as cross-chain bridges
(or simply bridges), are used to connect heterogeneous DLTs,
i.e., DLTs with different privacy, security, decentralization, and
scalability properties [5]. The total value locked (TVL) in
bridges peaked in March 2022, at around $30 billion worth
of assets locked just in Ethereum (as the chain receiving the
transferred assets) [6], [7], effectively reflecting the synergistic
effects of free flow of capital, as now users can use their
capital on multiple blockchains. As of September 2023, the
TVL is still significant, collecting around 9B USD, as Figure
1 shows. With more than 40 bridging projects [8], the trend is
for projects to either mature by improving their security and
usability or disappear.

Some examples of recent mediatic attacks include the
Wormhole bridge, where the attacker stole around $325M
[9], [10], and the most significant on-chain attack in the

cryptocurrencies history, the Axie Infinity’s Ronin Bridge [11],
which caused around $625M in losses. In February 2022,
the Wormhole bridge was attacked and resulted in $320M in
damage [12]. In June 2022, the Harmony bridge was hacked,
resulting in $100 million in losses [13]. Although hackers were
offered $1 million to return the funds to the community, it
seems that they have not complied [14]. In August 2022, the
Nomad bridge collateral was stolen, resulting in the loss of
$200M [15], despite the bridge being developed by an expert
team and audited multiple times. More recently, in July 2023,
Multichain was hacked and lost around $120 million [16].

Looking at the facts, many of the largest decentralized
finance hacks in blockchain history were performed in bridges
[17], [18], in a grand total of more than $2.5B in damages
[19], [20]. The facts show that the community still has a long
way to implement secure bridges. The trend for attackers to
exploit bridges will likely not disappear soon, as the more
value bridges they hold, the more incentive criminals will have
to attack those systems [21].

To mitigate the presented issues, we start by formalizing
the interactions between different systems (which we refer
to as domains). Cross-chain transactions (cctx) occur across
domains and consist of a set of transactions abstracted into a
logical unit of work [22], or a single atomic transaction [23].
We refer to single atomic transactions by cross-chain events
(ccevent)). These can take place in both off-chain and on-
chain systems. A ccmodel is the set of cross-chain rules that
define the conditions for cctxs to occur - originating a state
(cross-chain state). If transactions do not follow the specified
rules the ccmodel defines, the model is incorrect, and thus
there are several options for the analyst to proceed. Either
the model is under-specified, or there is “suspicious” behavior
that caused the violation of rules (e.g., malicious, such as an
attack, or non-malicious, such as a software bug). Effectively,
a ccmodel allows one to have a baseline of expected behavior
to compare ongoing cctxs with the baseline model, following
a specification-based approach to security [24].

Capturing cross-chain logic for bridges would be helpful
to formalize the protocols (and help identify bugs and bot-
tlenecks), monitor them, and act upon specific triggers. For
instance, if an attack on a bridge is detected, a monitor-
ing smart contract may pause the withdrawals, limiting the
scope and impact of the attack. However, defining cross-
chain logic is difficult because the base systems to be dealt
with are heterogeneous and decentralized, and the systems
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built on top of them (e.g., decentralized applications) may
have arbitrarily complex business logic. They can comprise
multiple other systems (e.g., smart contracts). In a cross-chain
setting, automating the discovery of ccmodels and enabling its
monitoring becomes very challenging, as there need to exist
more tools to secure and monitor cross-chain applications.
This is where our work fills the gap in current knowledge.
In summary, we present the following contributions:

• We propose Hephaestus, a system that creates cc-
models for fine-grain monitoring and auditing multiple
blockchain use cases. Our system uses and extends a
state-of-the-art BI solution, Hyperledger Cacti [25].

• To assess Hephaestus’ capabilities, we provide a
comprehensive evaluation of the system. In particular,
we validate our contributions by generating a ccmodel
of a bridge system that transfers tokens between het-
erogeneous blockchains. We tested cross-chain model
generation and monitoring capabilities of Hephaestus
according to a set of metrics (including scalability, la-
tency, and cost) on different scenarios and workloads.
After that, we present a qualitative evaluation and a
discussion of the evaluation and the proposed system.

• As a technical contribution of independent interest that
directly supports our contributions, we have developed
and improved various Hyperledger Cacti components
over several months, including blockchain connectors,
several test ledgers, the RabbitMQ test server, and several
Python notebooks that are available under an open-source
license for the community to use.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
background. In Section III we present the concept of cross-
chain transaction, and then cross-chain model, in Section
IV. Section V presents Hephaestus. After that, we present
implementation details, in Section VI, and the experimental
evaluation, in Section VII. Section VIII presents the related
work and Section IX concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

This section presents the background necessary to under-
stand the paper, that is, processes, BI, and cctxs.

A. Process Mining Background and Applications

Understanding core concepts around processes is important
to construct a system that can analyze cctxs and thus create
ccmodels. A process is a set of activities (or tasks) to fulfill
a specific goal [27]. For example, behind running a proof-of-
stake blockchain, we have different processes a validator needs
to run to achieve the end goal, the network’s maintenance
process, the consensus process, and others.

The techniques for creating, analyzing, and optimizing
processes are called process mining techniques [28]. Process
mining has two sub-areas that help us in our endeavors:
process discovery and process conformance. Process discovery
aims to infer a process from an event log, that is, from a
sequence of related entries, typically represented in a table.
The entries in this table are events. An event is an occurrence
that targets an activity and a point in time, related to each other

using a case id. Events point to an activity at a certain time,
i.e., they have a timestamp. Activities are the operations that
are executed within a process. Formally, an event e is a tuple
(act, caseId, timestamp, store), where act is the activity
name, caseId is the unique reference to the event, timestamp
refers to when the event was created, and a key-value store.
The key-value is in the form {(a1, v1), . . . (an, vm)}, where
each a is an attribute of the event and v its value. The set of
all events is E .

The execution of a process produces what is called a trace,
an ordered list of events with the same case id. Formally, a
trace is a non-empty sequence [e1, . . . , en] ∈ [1, ..., n], ei ∈
E∧∀i, j, [1, ..., n] : ei.caseID = ej .caseID. An event log is a
collection of traces that refer to one or more cases. Discovering
a process model can be done in various ways (for a detailed
overview of how to generate process models, see [29]). Process
conformance checks if the incoming transactions, including
their ordering (or event entries), conform (are expected) to
an existing model, helping evaluate a property called replay
fitness. Conformance is part of process monitoring, helping
identify errors or deviations from expected behavior. Processes
have different representations. Graphical representations in-
clude BPMN diagrams [30], a helpful notation for complex
process semantics. In BPMN, events are denoted as circles, ac-
tivities as rounded squares, and gateways as diamond squares.

B. Blockchain and Interoperability

A blockchain is a distributed protocol in which a group of
nodes collectively maintains a ledger L of ordered transac-
tions, possibly grouped into blocks [31]. Blockchains support
two basic operations: reads and writes. Keys index information
on databases; blockchains can be seen as key-value stores. A
read operation obtains the value for a certain key, while a
write operation on a key updates the value and returns true if
successful; otherwise, it returns false. The history of each key’s
values is conserved by the blockchain data structure, which
aggregates transactions (write requests) into cryptographically
signed blocks. Reads are used to capture the part of the
state relevant to interoperability processes. Reads and writes
are often mediated by smart contracts, stateful, user-defined
programs run by the nodes composing the blockchain network.

The blockchain properties that need to be satisfied for in-
teroperability are consistency and liveness, widely documented
in the literature [32]. Informally, consistency means that for a
pair of honest nodes, at every round, the global state of one
node (list of ordered transactions) is a prefix of the other node,
or vice-versa. Liveness means that if an honest node receives a
transaction in a certain round, it will be included in the ledger
and available for all nodes.

BI is the problem of coordinating local reads and local
writes such that they satisfy some cross-chain logic. That
is, reads from ledger L1 can be composed with a write-on
L2, realizing multiple use cases, such as data transfers, asset
transfers, or asset exchanges [33]. Extensive work has been
done in this area, including using two-phase commit to provide
cctxs ACID [34] properties, where each local transaction
executes successfully, or none at all [23]. We assume that there
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Fig. 1. Total value locked (TVL) in USD, on bridges, between 2019 Nov 15 – 2023 Sep 06. The green squares showcase relevant events in the bridging
ecosystem, e.g., on 24 March 2023 (last green dot), the first ZK rollup with universal solidity support was launched. Source: [26].

is a cross-chain protocol deployed that orchestrates cctxs and
defines the cross-chain rules that operate the use case. A cctx
is an abstraction rooted in a set of local transactions from
different systems (e.g., enterprise legacy system, centralized
databases, blockchains), respecting a set of rules. Further
ahead in the paper, we formally explain what these concepts
are. We will map the concept of a cctx as a set of events
(which represent local transactions) that constitute a trace over
a process model (such as a ledger write). A local transaction
is a transaction native to a given technological environment,
called domain. Examples of domains are blockchains such as
the Bitcoin network, the Ethereum main net, and centralized
databases. Transactions trigger state changes and each state
change is an event belonging to a trace. Transactions have
different life cycles, data formats, and properties as a function
of their domain.

III. CROSS-CHAIN TRANSACTIONS

In this section, we define cctxs and their atomic units, the
cross-chain events (ccevents).

A ccevent extends a local transaction with metadata. We
consider this metadata to be a set of non-native attributes (or
parameters) {a1, a2, ..., an} and their values {v1, v2, ..., vn}.
A ccevent e has native attributes (e.g., an id, a timestamp, the
state key to which the transaction points (target), a payload
(smart contract call) that will yield a state change, and a sig-
nature from the originator), and non-native attributes, obtained
via a function add, i.e., e = addtd(a, data), where add is a
function that adds data item data to an attribute a of a local
transaction t from ledger l. Each data item is a non-native
parameter (marked with ✗ in Table I). The native parameters
can be obtained from the underlying domains or systems, i.e.,
retrieved from the nodes supporting the blockchains without
post-processing. Non-native parameters are externally obtained
and are used to enrich local transactions. Native parameters
may be used to calculate non-native parameters. For example,
the carbon footprint depends on native parameters (e.g., on the
native parameter cost (gas), in Ethereum).

Parameter Type Native

case ID string ✗

receipt ID string ✓

timestamp Date ✓

blockchain ID string ✗

invocation type string ✓

method name string ✓

parameters string ✓

identity string ✓

cost number ✓

latency number ✓

TABLE I
ccevent PARAMETERS, THEIR TYPE, AND NATURE (NATIVE ✓OR NOT ✗).

A cctx is a set of n ordered events E from a subset
of domains (e.g., ledgers) {d1, ..., dn} ∈ D, i.e., E =

{ed1∈D
1 , ..., ed

k∈D
k }, where k represents the number of events

contained in a cctx. The events may follow a set of rules
R, the entity that logically connects events. Rules define
conditions that must be verified to each event within a cctx;
they depict the dependencies of each event on, for example,
global time, local state, and third-party domain state. A rule
is a datalog rule [35], [36]. A datalog rule contains a head
RE and a body, and is defined recursively. Given a set of
predicates ζ = {ζ1, ζ2, ..., ζn} over a set of events E , we
have that, for a certain time interval tδ a rule is given in
the form RE,tδ ←− ζ(E) (we omit tδ for simplicity of
representation). The event set satisfying RE are the intersection
{E|ζ1(E) ∧ ζ2(E) ∧ ... ∧ ζn(E)}, this is, for an event set to
satisfy a rule, it needs to satisfy all predicates. Each predicate
ζ can define the conditions over transactions, i.e., temporal
dependencies, the domain of a transaction, or a target function.
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For example, consider the following rule (predicate set):

ζ(E) =


ζ1(e) = ex ≺ ey order dependency
ζ2(e) = ∀e : ex ∨ ey included domains
ζ3(e) = ∃e : e.cost < z event attributes
ζ4(e) = ew.target = ew+v .target event payload

(1)

In this predicate set, ζ1 defines any event that occurs in the
domain dx precedes (≺) any event happening in the domain
dy . The predicate ζ2 defines events as part of domains x or
y. Predicate ζ3 states that there is at least one event in the
event set, so its cost is less than z. Predicate ζ4 states that
the target of a transaction repeats every v transactions. Other
predicates can be set for any of the attributes of a ccevent,
in Table I. While we require each event to satisfy each sub-
predicate of ζ, we can also set the validity of rules as the union
{E|ζ1(E) ∨ ζ2(E) ∨ ... ∨ ζn(E)}, or any other combination
of predicates. We assume that there is an efficient way to
transform a set of conjunction predicates into disjunctions or
other formats. To capture this variability, we define a function
verifySatisfability that takes a predicate and an event
and outputs true if the event satisfies the given predicate and
false otherwise, i.e., verifySatisfability(e, ζ) −→
{0, 1}. We can then use this predicate for each event to assert
a rule’s validity.

To understand how this concept applies in practice, consider
the following (simplified) rule that dictates the necessary
events for a valid cross-chain asset transfer:

ζ′(E) =



ζ′1(e) = (∀e(ex ∨ ey)︸ ︷︷ ︸
events happen in x or y

∧ ∀e∈(x,y)(e
x ≺ ey)︸ ︷︷ ︸

events on x happen before y

ζ′2(e) = ex.target = exists(a) ∧ ex.target = lock(a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
asset can only be locked if exists

ζ′3(e) = ζ′2︸︷︷︸
ζ2’ is satisfied

∧ ey .target = mint(a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
a mint can occur in domain y

(2)

Let us define rule ζ, the disjunction of the ζ ′ predicate
set. The predicate set ζ ′ defines a set of conditions for a
cross-chain asset transfer to be valid. First, as determined
by ζ ′1, events in domain x must happen before events in
the domain y. This paves the way for a lock on a source
blockchain to be done before a mint on a target blockchain.
Predicate ζ ′2 states that an asset from the source blockchain
must exist before it is locked. Predicate ζ ′3 states that before
an asset is minted on the target blockchain, predicate ζ ′2 must
be satisfied. One could add more rules, such as the time
for a mint transaction has to be done before block b, i.e.,
e.target = mint ∧ e.timestamp ≺ b. We illustrate a cross-
chain use case that allows asset transfers, in finer detail, in
Section VII-B.

IV. CROSS-CHAIN MODEL

This section defines ccmodel and its artifact, ccstate. A
ccmodel M is a tuple (R, cctx), where R is a set of cross-
chain rules, cctx is a set of cctxs. The cctxs originate a cross-
chain state S.

A. Properties

Cross-chain models have a set of properties:
• Verifiable correctness (safety property): a model is

valid if all ccevent e in each cctx respects the set
of rules R, i.e., ∀cctx ∈ M : ∀(e ∈ cctx) :
verifySatisfability(e,R) −→ 1.

• Liveness: the current cross-chain state S is updated no
later than every t timesteps. Updating the ccstate implies
checking the existing cctxs against the model rules.

• Probabilistic completeness: the larger the event log (i.e.,
the number of observed events and consequently cctxs),
the higher the model completeness probability.

• Replay fitness: given an observation of the real-world use
case, the matching between the events and the ccmodel
is higher than a threshold probability p.

Cross-chain models are correct if each ccevent fol-
lows each rule, as suggested by [33]. Note that the
verifySatisfability predicate can be defined in sev-
eral ways (e.g., a conjunction of rules, disjunction of rules, or a
bespoke combination). We say a model is incorrect if there are
events that do not satisfy the rules of the model. For example,
the execution of ccevents in an incorrect order as specified in
the rules causes a model to be incorrect. In this case, the model
is not secure. As ccmodels capture security by evaluating a
set of predicates on events and rules, we can capture different
safety properties, such as atomicity, double-spend protection,
and others commonly debated in the interoperability literature
[1], [33], [37], [38].

Updating a model is, in practice, polling for new cross-chain
events and matching them with the rules defined by the model.
To this end, and as each domain has its own clock, measuring
and tracking time across systems is important. Liveness states
that models need to be updated every t timesteps - the time
between updates is an attacker’s time window.If a model
cannot guarantee liveness within t timesteps, we say that the
model is outdated (and thus security is not guaranteed). We
will show that liveness is particularly important to detect cross-
chain attacks.

Completeness is related to precision. A precise model avoids
underfitting, a degree of measurement of how complete is the
ccmodel. Replay fitness expresses the ability to explain on-
chain behavior, i.e., how close the ccmodel is to reality. Other
properties that are interesting in our context matter, but will
be explored in future work. These generalizations measure
whether the model is too tied to specific execution instances of
a cross-chain use case. Simplicity measures whether the model
is understandable by humans. Other aspects are omitted from
the model generation, such as the task of minimizing noise,
that is, minimizing behavior that is infrequent and does not
represent the typical behavior of the process.

B. Cross-Chain State

The cross-chain state S is a key-value store that holds
attributes relevant to the cross-chain use case, i.e., they are
defined on a case-by-case basis. It is generated from the cctxs
from the ccmodel and it is similar to the world state concept
in Hyperledger Fabric. Essentially, the state contains the result
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of executing all the cctxs, possibly enriched with metadata.
For example, if the use case is a bridge, the state will record
the assets locked in the source chain and the corresponding
representations minted on the target chain, for each user, and
some key metrics (see Section VI-C). Metrics are performance
attributes of a set of cctxs [39] and provide meta-information
about a cross-chain use case. These metrics indicate points of
interest in a cross-chain use case. Metrics realize a meta state,
where metrics about the formation and execution events that
lead to that state are created.

Latency: We define latency as the time between a local
transaction (via extended clients) and the creation of an
ccevent. The total latency of a cctx (δ(cctx)) is given by
the latency of each event δ(e) from each local transaction,
summed to the operational latency of the ccmodel generator
(δ(op)):

δ(cctx) =
∑

i=1,...,n
j=1,...,k

δ(e
dj

i ) + δ(op)

∀d e ∈ cctx (3)

The operational latency is the time the model generator
takes to retrieve and process the local transactions.

The latency of a ccmodel is the sum of the latency of each
cctx:

δ(M) =
∑

i=1,...,n

δ(cctxi) (4)

Throughput: The throughput of a cctx is defined as 1
δ(cctx) ,

and it counts the number of sets of events processed per unit
of time. Effectively, the latency for each event compresses
the issuance and processing of each local transaction (which
can take a long time depending on the blockchain), plus
operational costs. The slowest finalization time δfmax can be
a valuable metric to complement throughput (and help identify
bottlenecks in a cctx).

δfmax = max
ei∈E,d∈D

(δ(edi ) (5)

Cost and Revenue: Each local transaction might have a
cost of transaction fees plus operation fees (in case a relayer
or entity is transporting the local transaction payload across
chains). Inspired by [39], we define the cost c of a cctx events
as the sum of variable costs (cδ) plus operational costs (cop):

c(cctx) =
∑

i=1,...,n
j=1,...,k

costδ(e
dj

i ) + cop

∀d e ∈ cctx (6)

The environment (e.g., via our system) typically gives
information about these costs. The revenue is calculated in
a way similar to the above formula. We can then calculate the
profit of each cctx by subtracting the costs from the revenue.
The concept of revenue can be modeled as positive utility and
cost as negative utility, which sometimes maps better to real-
world applications.

V. HEPHAESTUS: A CROSS-CHAIN MODEL GENERATOR

Hephaestus1 is a software system that generates cc-
models. It first captures local transactions ( ccevents) and then
generates cctxs. Those cctxs assist in generating the ccmodel,
along with a process discovery algorithm. Derived from the
cctxs we have the ccstate, which holds metrics of interest,
and a key-value store that represents the system variables with
regard to bespoke business logic.

The ccmodel holds a set of rules (as defined in Section III),
and dictates which cctxs should be issued. In particular, rules
define the order and dependencies of each ccevent that later
form a cctx. Such models can be specified or learned from the
environment. After that, such a model will continuously update
its cross-chain state in real-time during the monitoring phase
(Section V-D). This framework allows us to answer several
questions: What is the state of our cross-chain use case/pro-
tocol? Are there unexpected behaviors, i.e., deviations from
the model? What are the current bottlenecks of a given cross-
chain use case? and Is there suspicious behavior concerning
my use case, for example, an attack?

A. System Model

Cross-chain applications are structured as multi-step pro-
tocols with different types of agents. Agents are users (e.g.,
end-users, relayers [2], or protocol administrators) and smart
contracts. Users take turns doing off-chain processing and
interacting with one or more domains (e.g., submit transactions
against smart contracts). Agents are considered Byzantine,
i.e., they can attempt to deviate from a protocol. Smart con-
tracts enforce cross-chain logic. Specifically, smart contracts
running on different blockchains are trusted replicas in the
state-machine replication literature (similarly, each domain
is considered trusted, even if centralized). This assumption
implies that if a domain cannot be trusted, then safety on
cross-chain rule execution cannot be guaranteed. Domains can
only learn the state of other domains and their changes using
an agent. Of course, each domain must decide whether an
agent is telling the truth. This can be achieved with a cross-
chain protocol, where trust assumptions vary substantially [1].
Furthermore, we assume a partial synchrony model, i.e., there
is some finite unknown upper bound t on the responses (e.g.,
event creation) from the underlying domains. Hephaestus
runs a global clock, i.e., it can measure time against different
domains, despite their clocks being different.

Our model assumes a cross-chain protocol that can provide
a set of rules such that the set of rules is enforced by
on-chain (e.g., smart contracts) and off-chain components
(e.g., relayers). In particular, for us to generate a correct
ccmodel, the execution of cross-chain transactions needs to
result in a consistent cross-chain state for a certain set of
rules. In our bridge example, the rules define that no double
spending occurs. This is, it is impossible to mint an asset
on a target blockchain without first locking it on the source
blockchain; similarly, it is not possible to unlock such an asset
on the source blockchain without first burning it on the target

1Hephaestus is the Greek god of metallurgy (that can connect different
chains into a single useful artifact.)
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Phase

Output

2 Emit local transactions 3 Poll local transactions

state change ccevents

4 Create cctxs

cctxs

5 Create ccmodel

ccmodel

time
<latexit sha1_base64="7Qs8Q9zhd44jbpnVivSjowVXbRw=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAruCpJEXVZdOOiiwr2AW0Ik8lNO3TyYGYilNCNv+LGhSJu/Qx3/o2TNgttPXDhcM693HuPl3AmlWV9Gyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t6+eXDYkXEqKLRpzGPR84gEziJoK6Y49BIBJPQ4dL3xbe53H0FIFkcPapKAE5JhxAJGidKSax43wR+CwFU8CIkaUcKz5tS1q65ZsWrWDHiZ2AWpoAIt1/wa+DFNQ4gU5UTKvm0lysmIUIxymJYHqYSE0DEZQl/TiIQgnWz2wBSfacXHQSx0RQrP1N8TGQmlnISe7syvlIteLv7n9VMVXDsZi5JUQUTni4KUYxXjPA3sMwFU8YkmhAqmb8V0RAShSmdW1iHYiy8vk069Zl/WLu7rlcZNEUcJnaBTdI5sdIUa6A61UBtRNEXP6BW9GU/Gi/FufMxbV4xi5gj9gfH5AyfzlX0=</latexit>

Ledger L1

…

<latexit sha1_base64="lXaQzpVsqL1uSe7cWBi7bTOAsr8=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M9gKrkpSRF0Wu3FZwT6gDWEynbZDJ5MwMxFq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jpM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBDFnSjvOt1XY2Nza3inulvb2Dw7L9tFxR0WJJLRNIh7JXoAV5UzQtmaa014sKQ4DTrvBtJn53UcqFYvEg57F1AvxWLARI1gbybfL1UGI9YRgnjbnfr3q2xWn5iyA1ombkwrkaPn212AYkSSkQhOOleq7Tqy9FEvNCKfz0iBRNMZkise0b6jAIVVeugg+R+dGGaJRJM0TGi3U3xspDpWahYGZzFKqVS8T//P6iR7deCkTcaKpIMtDo4QjHaGsBTRkkhLNZ4ZgIpnJisgES0y06apkSnBXv7xOOvWae1W7vK9XGrd5HUU4hTO4ABeuoQF30II2EEjgGV7hzXqyXqx362M5WrDynRP4A+vzB9qEkpI=</latexit>C2

…
Event pool

<latexit sha1_base64="EnIPoRBl7I3ieVFPZBgfeRmETFI=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAruCpJEXVZdOOiiwr2AW0Ik8lNO3TyYGYilNCNv+LGhSJu/Qx3/o2TNgttPXDhcM693HuPl3AmlWV9Gyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t6+eXDYkXEqKLRpzGPR84gEziJoK6Y49BIBJPQ4dL3xbe53H0FIFkcPapKAE5JhxAJGidKSax43wR+CwFU8CIkaUcKz5tStV12zYtWsGfAysQtSQQVarvk18GOahhApyomUfdtKlJMRoRjlMC0PUgkJoWMyhL6mEQlBOtnsgSk+04qPg1joihSeqb8nMhJKOQk93ZlfKRe9XPzP66cquHYyFiWpgojOFwUpxyrGeRrYZwKo4hNNCBVM34rpiAhClc6srEOwF19eJp16zb6sXdzXK42bIo4SOkGn6BzZ6Ao10B1qoTaiaIqe0St6M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjFzBH6A+PzByl4lX4=</latexit>

Ledger L2

<latexit sha1_base64="qzz9asOSB6brdz6VEEqkYViuNMk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M9gKrkpSRF0Wu3FZwT6gDWEynbZDJ5MwMxFq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jpM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBDFnSjvOt1XY2Nza3inulvb2Dw7L9tFxR0WJJLRNIh7JXoAV5UzQtmaa014sKQ4DTrvBtJn53UcqFYvEg57F1AvxWLARI1gbybfL1UGI9YRgnjbnvlv17YpTcxZA68TNSQVytHz7azCMSBJSoQnHSvVdJ9ZeiqVmhNN5aZAoGmMyxWPaN1TgkCovXQSfo3OjDNEokuYJjRbq740Uh0rNwsBMZinVqpeJ/3n9RI9uvJSJONFUkOWhUcKRjlDWAhoySYnmM0MwkcxkRWSCJSbadFUyJbirX14nnXrNvapd3tcrjdu8jiKcwhlcgAvX0IA7aEEbCCTwDK/wZj1ZL9a79bEcLVj5zgn8gfX5A9j/kpE=</latexit>C1

Event pool
<latexit sha1_base64="aEAVu5dVrkEPn1Pe/1HrMRU4DLc=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUUY9FLx4r2A9IY9hsNu3STTbsToQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBVcg21/W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU1TJTlHWoFFL1A6KZ4AnrAAfB+qliJA4E6wXj25nfe2JKc5k8wCRlXkyGCY84JWAktw6+85iHvjOt+9Wa3bDnwKvEKUgNFWj71a9BKGkWswSoIFq7jp2ClxMFnAo2rQwyzVJCx2TIXEMTEjPt5fOTp/jMKCGOpDKVAJ6rvydyEms9iQPTGRMY6WVvJv7nuRlE117OkzQDltDFoigTGCSe/Y9DrhgFMTGEUMXNrZiOiCIUTEoVE4Kz/PIq6TYbzmXj4r5Za90UcZTRCTpF58hBV6iF7lAbdRBFEj2jV/RmgfVivVsfi9aSVcwcoz+wPn8AJZyQhQ==</latexit>

td1
1

<latexit sha1_base64="jl0ewWCXiZS1nPyOqnh/kcWRRBc=">AAAB8nicbVA9T8MwEHX4LOWrwMhi0SIxVUkHYKxgYSwS/ZDaEDmO01p17Mi+IFVRfwYLAwix8mvY+De4bQZoedJJT+/d6e5emApuwHW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTcMSrTlLWpEkr3QmKY4JK1gYNgvVQzkoSCdcPx7czvPjFtuJIPMEmZn5Ch5DGnBKzUr0HQeMyjwJvWgkrVrbtz4FXiFaSKCrSCytcgUjRLmAQqiDF9z03Bz4kGTgWblgeZYSmhYzJkfUslSZjx8/nJU3xulQjHStuSgOfq74mcJMZMktB2JgRGZtmbif95/Qziaz/nMs2ASbpYFGcCg8Kz/3HENaMgJpYQqrm9FdMR0YSCTalsQ/CWX14lnUbdu6x7941q86aIo4RO0Rm6QB66Qk10h1qojShS6Bm9ojcHnBfn3flYtK45xcwJ+gPn8wcmMZCD</latexit>

td1
2

<latexit sha1_base64="q7tsnrh3432E/MKsvW51EHn49Fs=">AAAB8nicbVA9T8MwEHX4LOWrwMhi0SIxVUkHYKxgYSwS/ZDaEDmO01p17Mi+IFVRfwYLAwix8mvY+De4bQZoedJJT+/d6e5emApuwHW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTcMSrTlLWpEkr3QmKY4JK1gYNgvVQzkoSCdcPx7czvPjFtuJIPMEmZn5Ch5DGnBKzUr0EgH/Mo8Ka1oFJ16+4ceJV4BamiAq2g8jWIFM0SJoEKYkzfc1Pwc6KBU8Gm5UFmWEromAxZ31JJEmb8fH7yFJ9bJcKx0rYk4Ln6eyIniTGTJLSdCYGRWfZm4n9eP4P42s+5TDNgki4WxZnAoPDsfxxxzSiIiSWEam5vxXRENKFgUyrbELzll1dJp1H3LuvefaPavCniKKFTdIYukIeuUBPdoRZqI4oUekav6M0B58V5dz4WrWtOMXOC/sD5/AGCxZC/</latexit>

td1
n

…

local transactions/ receipts

<latexit sha1_base64="ds5r8lkb+p4cqMjzkkjeY5gG9VA=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34dnxVXboJtkLdlJki6rLoxqWCrUI7lEx62wYzyZDcqZbSH3Hjr7hxoYgLN+LfmD4Wvg4EDufcy8k9cSqFxSD49GZm5+YXFpeW/ZXVtfWN3OZWzerMcKhyLbW5jpkFKRRUUaCE69QAS2IJV/HN6ci/6oGxQqtL7KcQJayjRFtwhk5q5g4KCUvL0AOFRUobCHfYE1a4dZsyDj7dpw2pVceITheZMfqWFmgzlw9KwRj0LwmnJE+mOG/m3hstzbPEpXDJrK2HQYrRgBkUXMLQb2QWXNwN60DdUcUSsNFgfN2Q7jmlRdvauKeQjtXvGwOWWNtPYjeZMOza395I/M+rZ9g+jgZCpRmC4pOgdiYpajqqiraEAY6y7wjjRri/Ut5lhnF0hfquhPD3yX9JrVwKD0vhRTlfOZnWsUR2yC4pkpAckQo5I+ekSji5J4/kmbx4D96T9+q9TUZnvOnONvkB7+MLzRChHA==</latexit>

map2event( ) �!

… <latexit sha1_base64="ds5r8lkb+p4cqMjzkkjeY5gG9VA=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34dnxVXboJtkLdlJki6rLoxqWCrUI7lEx62wYzyZDcqZbSH3Hjr7hxoYgLN+LfmD4Wvg4EDufcy8k9cSqFxSD49GZm5+YXFpeW/ZXVtfWN3OZWzerMcKhyLbW5jpkFKRRUUaCE69QAS2IJV/HN6ci/6oGxQqtL7KcQJayjRFtwhk5q5g4KCUvL0AOFRUobCHfYE1a4dZsyDj7dpw2pVceITheZMfqWFmgzlw9KwRj0LwmnJE+mOG/m3hstzbPEpXDJrK2HQYrRgBkUXMLQb2QWXNwN60DdUcUSsNFgfN2Q7jmlRdvauKeQjtXvGwOWWNtPYjeZMOza395I/M+rZ9g+jgZCpRmC4pOgdiYpajqqiraEAY6y7wjjRri/Ut5lhnF0hfquhPD3yX9JrVwKD0vhRTlfOZnWsUR2yC4pkpAckQo5I+ekSji5J4/kmbx4D96T9+q9TUZnvOnONvkB7+MLzRChHA==</latexit>

map2event( ) �!
<latexit sha1_base64="Y9loe7RvaP0QcGHgrx4WSok5a+Y=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BFvBU0mKqMeiF48V7AekMWw2m3bpZjfsToQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOVMg+N8W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU1TJThHaI5FL1Q6wpZ4J2gAGn/VRRnISc9sLx7czvPVGlmRQPMEmpn+ChYDEjGIzk1SEQj3kUNKf1oFpzGs4c9ipxC1JDBdpB9WsQSZIlVADhWGvPdVLwc6yAEU6nlUGmaYrJGA+pZ6jACdV+Pj95ap8ZJbJjqUwJsOfq74kcJ1pPktB0JhhGetmbif95XgbxtZ8zkWZABVksijNug7Rn/9sRU5QAnxiCiWLmVpuMsMIETEoVE4K7/PIq6TYb7mXj4r5Za90UcZTRCTpF58hFV6iF7lAbdRBBEj2jV/RmgfVivVsfi9aSVcwcoz+wPn8AhUGQww==</latexit>

td2
n

<latexit sha1_base64="sqJ1DPbselIi/FCNIUyKCMs8MkA=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BFvBU0mKqMeiF48V7AekMWw2m3bpZjfsToQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOVMg+N8W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU1TJThHaI5FL1Q6wpZ4J2gAGn/VRRnISc9sLx7czvPVGlmRQPMEmpn+ChYDEjGIzk1SFwH/MoaE7rQbXmNJw57FXiFqSGCrSD6tcgkiRLqADCsdae66Tg51gBI5xOK4NM0xSTMR5Sz1CBE6r9fH7y1D4zSmTHUpkSYM/V3xM5TrSeJKHpTDCM9LI3E//zvAziaz9nIs2ACrJYFGfcBmnP/rcjpigBPjEEE8XMrTYZYYUJmJQqJgR3+eVV0m023MvGxX2z1rop4iijE3SKzpGLrlAL3aE26iCCJHpGr+jNAuvFerc+Fq0lq5g5Rn9gff4AJyKQhg==</latexit>

td2
1

<latexit sha1_base64="YcHSC4zt/E227jhJaKYI+kqBcJo=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUUY9FLx4r2A9IY9hsNu3STTbsToQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBVcg21/W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU1TJTlHWoFFL1A6KZ4AnrAAfB+qliJA4E6wXj25nfe2JKc5k8wCRlXkyGCY84JWAktw5+8zEP/ea07ldrdsOeA68SpyA1VKDtV78GoaRZzBKggmjtOnYKXk4UcCrYtDLINEsJHZMhcw1NSMy0l89PnuIzo4Q4kspUAniu/p7ISaz1JA5MZ0xgpJe9mfif52YQXXs5T9IMWEIXi6JMYJB49j8OuWIUxMQQQhU3t2I6IopQMClVTAjO8surpNtsOJeNi/tmrXVTxFFGJ+gUnSMHXaEWukNt1EEUSfSMXtGbBdaL9W59LFpLVjFzjP7A+vwBKK2Qhw==</latexit>

td2
2

<latexit sha1_base64="L6VMuFNvncm9/ioq/9yNAnZcRPE=">AAAB8nicbVA9T8MwEHX4LOWrwMgS0SIxVXEHYKxgYSwS/ZDaEDnOpbXq2JHtIFVRfwYLAwix8mvY+De4bQZoedJJT+/d6e5emHKmjed9O2vrG5tb26Wd8u7e/sFh5ei4o2WmKLSp5FL1QqKBMwFtwwyHXqqAJCGHbji+nfndJ1CaSfFgJin4CRkKFjNKjJX6NQjwYx4FeFoLKlWv7s3hrhJckCoq0AoqX4NI0iwBYSgnWvexlxo/J8owymFaHmQaUkLHZAh9SwVJQPv5/OSpe26VyI2lsiWMO1d/T+Qk0XqShLYzIWakl72Z+J/Xz0x87edMpJkBQReL4oy7Rrqz/92IKaCGTywhVDF7q0tHRBFqbEplGwJefnmVdBp1fFnH941q86aIo4RO0Rm6QBhdoSa6Qy3URhRJ9Ixe0ZtjnBfn3flYtK45xcwJ+gPn8wcNY5Bz</latexit>

ed1
1

…

ccevents of type
<latexit sha1_base64="TAQ0WTzQEn0PZxnGQH4kZGnZgRY=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoO6pHoxSMmFkigIdvtFjZsd5vdrQlp+A1ePGiMV3+QN/+NC/Sg4EsmeXlvJjPzwpQzbVz32yltbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTjpaZItQnkkvVC7GmnAnqG2Y47aWK4iTktBtO7uZ+94kqzaR4NNOUBgkeCRYzgo2V/Ho09OrDas1tuAugdeIVpAYF2sPq1yCSJEuoMIRjrfuem5ogx8owwumsMsg0TTGZ4BHtWypwQnWQL46doQurRCiWypYwaKH+nshxovU0CW1ngs1Yr3pz8T+vn5n4JsiZSDNDBVkuijOOjETzz1HEFCWGTy3BRDF7KyJjrDAxNp+KDcFbfXmddJoN76rhPTRrrdsijjKcwTlcggfX0IJ7aIMPBBg8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj2VrySlmTuEPnM8fpwaN7A==</latexit>

d1

<latexit sha1_base64="ghC5/4143Idc2k/m/eNml0M4LWI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUUY9FLx4rmFpoQ9lsNu3SzW7Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcqZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRR8tMEeoTyaXqhlhTzgT1DTOcdlNFcRJy+hiOb2f+4xNVmknxYCYpDRI8FCxmBBsr+fVo0KwPqjW34c6BVolXkBoUaA+qX/1IkiyhwhCOte55bmqCHCvDCKfTSj/TNMVkjIe0Z6nACdVBPj92is6sEqFYKlvCoLn6eyLHidaTJLSdCTYjvezNxP+8Xmbi6yBnIs0MFWSxKM44MhLNPkcRU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HwqNgRv+eVV0mk2vMvGxX2z1rop4ijDCZzCOXhwBS24gzb4QIDBM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AamBjfA=</latexit>

d2

<latexit sha1_base64="iFvHCA+P2O4MScTb3X5U7/II4eM=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyWoh6LXjxWsB/Srks2O21Dk+ySZIWy9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8epotCiMY9VNyQaOJPQMsxw6CYKiAg5dMLxzczvPIHSLJb3ZpKAL8hQsgGjxFjpAQL5mEVBbRqUK27VnQOvEi8nFZSjGZS/+lFMUwHSUE607nluYvyMKMMoh2mpn2pICB2TIfQslUSA9rP5wVN8ZpUID2JlSxo8V39PZERoPRGh7RTEjPSyNxP/83qpGVz5GZNJakDSxaJByrGJ8ex7HDEF1PCJJYQqZm/FdEQUocZmVLIheMsvr5J2repdVOt39UrjOo+jiE7QKTpHHrpEDXSLmqiFKBLoGb2iN0c5L86787FoLTj5zDH6A+fzB7KgkFo=</latexit>

ed2
n

…
<latexit sha1_base64="UPbbchHNxJjrgrt3Q8E0GxY16hc=">AAAB8nicbVA9T8MwEHX4LOWrwMhi0SIxVUkHYKxgYSwS/ZDaEDmO01p17Mi+IFVRfwYLAwix8mvY+De4bQZoedJJT+/d6e5emApuwHW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTcMSrTlLWpEkr3QmKY4JK1gYNgvVQzkoSCdcPx7czvPjFtuJIPMEmZn5Ch5DGnBKzUr7FAPuZR4E1rQaXq1t058CrxClJFBVpB5WsQKZolTAIVxJi+56bg50QDp4JNy4PMsJTQMRmyvqWSJMz4+fzkKT63SoRjpW1JwHP190ROEmMmSWg7EwIjs+zNxP+8fgbxtZ9zmWbAJF0sijOBQeHZ/zjimlEQE0sI1dzeiumIaELBplS2IXjLL6+STqPuXda9+0a1eVPEUUKn6AxdIA9doSa6Qy3URhQp9Ixe0ZsDzovz7nwsWtecYuYE/YHz+QNrgpCw</latexit>

ed1
n

ccevents of type

cc
ev

en
t p

oo
l

<latexit sha1_base64="cgtswXjuLdnHtksDQ4EFoirZY/I=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGUS9C0IvHBMwDkiXMTnqTMbOzy8ysEEK+wIsHRbz6Sd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0gE18Z1v53c2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8auo4VQwbLBaxagdUo+ASG4Ybge1EIY0Cga1gdDfzW0+oNI/lgxkn6Ed0IHnIGTVWqt/0iiW37M5BVomXkRJkqPWKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4E6oMZwKnhW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLU/mR86JWdW6ZMwVrakIXP198SERlqPo8B2RtQM9bI3E//zOqkJr/0Jl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jXpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxmZTsCF4yy+vkmal7F2WL+qVUvU2iyMPJ3AK5+DBFVThHmrQAAYIz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1pyTzRzDHzifP48bjMg=</latexit>=

<latexit sha1_base64="cgtswXjuLdnHtksDQ4EFoirZY/I=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGUS9C0IvHBMwDkiXMTnqTMbOzy8ysEEK+wIsHRbz6Sd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0gE18Z1v53c2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8auo4VQwbLBaxagdUo+ASG4Ybge1EIY0Cga1gdDfzW0+oNI/lgxkn6Ed0IHnIGTVWqt/0iiW37M5BVomXkRJkqPWKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4E6oMZwKnhW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLU/mR86JWdW6ZMwVrakIXP198SERlqPo8B2RtQM9bI3E//zOqkJr/0Jl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jXpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxmZTsCF4yy+vkmal7F2WL+qVUvU2iyMPJ3AK5+DBFVThHmrQAAYIz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1pyTzRzDHzifP48bjMg=</latexit>=

<latexit sha1_base64="cgtswXjuLdnHtksDQ4EFoirZY/I=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGUS9C0IvHBMwDkiXMTnqTMbOzy8ysEEK+wIsHRbz6Sd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0gE18Z1v53c2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8auo4VQwbLBaxagdUo+ASG4Ybge1EIY0Cga1gdDfzW0+oNI/lgxkn6Ed0IHnIGTVWqt/0iiW37M5BVomXkRJkqPWKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4E6oMZwKnhW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLU/mR86JWdW6ZMwVrakIXP198SERlqPo8B2RtQM9bI3E//zOqkJr/0Jl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jXpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxmZTsCF4yy+vkmal7F2WL+qVUvU2iyMPJ3AK5+DBFVThHmrQAAYIz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1pyTzRzDHzifP48bjMg=</latexit>=

<latexit sha1_base64="flMfoL3zAr5Pbh9uTaB/sC7VB/k=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUUY9FLx4r2A9oY9hstu3SzSbubgol5Hd48aCIV3+MN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fsyZ0rb9bRXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW0WJJLRFIh7Jro8V5UzQlmaa024sKQ59Tjv++HbmdyZUKhaJBz2NqRvioWADRrA2klulXsqyxzTwnKzqlSt2zZ4DrRInJxXI0fTKX/0gIklIhSYcK9Vz7Fi7KZaaEU6zUj9RNMZkjIe0Z6jAIVVuOj86Q2dGCdAgkqaERnP190SKQ6WmoW86Q6xHatmbif95vUQPrt2UiTjRVJDFokHCkY7QLAEUMEmJ5lNDMJHM3IrICEtMtMmpZEJwll9eJe16zbmsXdzXK42bPI4inMApnIMDV9CAO2hCCwg8wTO8wps1sV6sd+tj0Vqw8plj+APr8wcwqJG6</latexit>

ed1
i

<latexit sha1_base64="hsUjlPchqGXHo/gSUp3SYp2CWUY=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPXRqEs3g60gCCUpoi6LblxWsA9oY5hMbtqhkwczE6GGfIkbF4q49VPc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3cu89XsKZVJb1baysrq1vbJa2yts7u3sVc/+gI+NUUGjTmMei5xEJnEXQVkxx6CUCSOhx6Hrjm6nffQQhWRzdq0kCTkiGEQsYJUpLrlmpgZuxMzt/yHzXzmuuWbXq1gx4mdgFqaICLdf8GvgxTUOIFOVEyr5tJcrJiFCMcsjLg1RCQuiYDKGvaURCkE42OzzHJ1rxcRALXZHCM/X3REZCKSehpztDokZy0ZuK/3n9VAVXTsaiJFUQ0fmiIOVYxXiaAvaZAKr4RBNCBdO3YjoiglClsyrrEOzFl5dJp1G3L+rnd41q87qIo4SO0DE6RTa6RE10i1qojShK0TN6RW/Gk/FivBsf89YVo5g5RH9gfP4AhHmSWw==</latexit>

ed1
i+1

<latexit sha1_base64="xHds5fLZeDvHDiOlKAuSQByhe4U=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69BFtBEEpSRD0WvXisYD+gjWGz2bRLN5uwuxFqyC/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/IRRqWz721hZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvcq5v5BR8apwKSNYxaLno8kYZSTtqKKkV4iCIp8Rrr++Gbqdx+JkDTm92qSEDdCQ05DipHSkmdWasTL6BnPH7LAc/KaZ1btuj2DtUycglShQMszvwZBjNOIcIUZkrLv2IlyMyQUxYzk5UEqSYLwGA1JX1OOIiLdbHZ4bp1oJbDCWOjiypqpvycyFEk5iXzdGSE1koveVPzP66cqvHIzypNUEY7ni8KUWSq2pilYARUEKzbRBGFB9a0WHiGBsNJZlXUIzuLLy6TTqDsX9fO7RrV5XcRRgiM4hlNw4BKacAstaAOGFJ7hFd6MJ+PFeDc+5q0rRjFzCH9gfP4A4tWSmA==</latexit>

ed1
i+n

<latexit sha1_base64="xFywU7nmHWTK28KH+qNnSd91Ziw=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M9gKglCSIuqy6MZlBfuANobJZNKOnTyYmQg15EvcuFDErZ/izr9x+lho64ELh3Pu5d57vIQzqSzr2yisrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7tlc2+/LeNUENoiMY9F18OSchbRlmKK024iKA49Tjve6Hridx6pkCyO7tQ4oU6IBxELGMFKS65ZrlI3ezgd5feZ79bzqmtWrJo1BVom9pxUYI6ma371/ZikIY0U4VjKnm0lysmwUIxwmpf6qaQJJiM8oD1NIxxS6WTTw3N0rBUfBbHQFSk0VX9PZDiUchx6ujPEaigXvYn4n9dLVXDpZCxKUkUjMlsUpBypGE1SQD4TlCg+1gQTwfStiAyxwETprEo6BHvx5WXSrtfs89rZbb3SuJrHUYRDOIITsOECGnADTWgBgRSe4RXejCfjxXg3PmatBWM+cwB/YHz+AOFFkpc=</latexit>

ed2

j+k

<latexit sha1_base64="Oa4Kyt3ZFezDI1Evp9/9MEsHJ+o=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0Ip/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU1EmmGDZYIhLVDqlGwSU2DDcC26lCGocCW+Hodua3nlBpnshHM04xiOlA8ogzaqz04Lpur1zxXG8Oskr8nFQgR71X/ur2E5bFKA0TVOuO76UmmFBlOBM4LXUzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDyfzUKTmzSp9EibIlDZmrvycmNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqJe9mfif18lMdB1MuEwzg5ItFkWZICYhs79JnytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadkg3BX355lTSrrn/pXtxXK7WbPI4inMApnIMPV1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gBOMo0p</latexit>...

<latexit sha1_base64="YmHVYiY5WrZq/jJa9lOHjq0L6v8=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUUY9FLx4r2A9oY9hsJ+3qZhN3N4US8ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8w8P+ZMadv+tgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+graJEUmjRiEey6xMFnAloaaY5dGMJJPQ5dPzH66nfGYNULBJ3ehKDG5KhYAGjRBvJrYKXPmT36cCrZ1WvXLFr9gx4mTg5qaAcTa/81R9ENAlBaMqJUj3HjrWbEqkZ5ZCV+omCmNBHMoSeoYKEoNx0dnSGT4wywEEkTQmNZ+rviZSESk1C33SGRI/UojcV//N6iQ4u3ZSJONEg6HxRkHCsIzxNAA+YBKr5xBBCJTO3YjoiklBtciqZEJzFl5dJu15zzmtnt/VK4yqPo4iO0DE6RQ66QA10g5qohSh6Qs/oFb1ZY+vFerc+5q0FK585RH9gff4AM7qRvA==</latexit>

ed2
j

<latexit sha1_base64="6Cg5/kQ8xwzcsMmGLK/a1srJcX8=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOz1ifhCPXqZCCaeyC4x6pHoxSMm8khgQ2aHASbMzq4zvUay4Se8eNAYr/6ON//GAfagYCWdVKq6090VxFIYdN1vZ2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBw2TJRoxusskpFuBdRwKRSvo0DJW7HmNAwkbwajm6nffOTaiEjd4zjmfkgHSvQFo2ilVokxfOpWSt1C0S27M5Bl4mWkCBlq3cJXpxexJOQKmaTGtD03Rj+lGgWTfJLvJIbHlI3ogLctVTTkxk9n907IqVV6pB9pWwrJTP09kdLQmHEY2M6Q4tAselPxP6+dYP/KT4WKE+SKzRf1E0kwItPnSU9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUMbUd6G4C2+vEwalbJ3UT6/qxSr11kcOTiGEzgDDy6hCrdQgzowkPAMr/DmPDgvzrvzMW9dcbKZI/gD5/MHGWmPXA==</latexit>

cctx2

<latexit sha1_base64="GFEgoQZgwCBkp+/YoC04/WSktTQ=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOz1ifhCPXqZCCaeyC4x6pHoxSMm8khgQ2aHWZgwO7vO9BoJ4Se8eNAYr/6ON//GAfagYCWdVKq6090VJFIYdN1vZ2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBw2TJxqxusslrFuBdRwKRSvo0DJW4nmNAokbwbDm6nffOTaiFjd4yjhfkT7SoSCUbRSq8QYPnW9UrdQdMvuDGSZeBkpQoZat/DV6cUsjbhCJqkxbc9N0B9TjYJJPsl3UsMTyoa0z9uWKhpx449n907IqVV6JIy1LYVkpv6eGNPImFEU2M6I4sAselPxP6+dYnjlj4VKUuSKzReFqSQYk+nzpCc0ZyhHllCmhb2VsAHVlKGNKG9D8BZfXiaNStm7KJ/fVYrV6yyOHBzDCZyBB5dQhVuoQR0YSHiGV3hzHpwX5935mLeuONnMEfyB8/kDF+SPWw==</latexit>

cctx1

<latexit sha1_base64="9GqST5xdNBBknbjSOfraO6vZaUQ=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOz1ifhCPXqZCCaeyC4x6pHoxSMm8khgQ2aHWZgwO7vO9BoJ4Se8eNAYr/6ON//GAfagYCWdVKq6090VJFIYdN1vZ2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBw2TJxqxusslrFuBdRwKRSvo0DJW4nmNAokbwbDm6nffOTaiFjd4yjhfkT7SoSCUbRSq8QYPnVVqVsoumV3BrJMvIwUIUOtW/jq9GKWRlwhk9SYtucm6I+pRsEkn+Q7qeEJZUPa521LFY248cezeyfk1Co9EsbalkIyU39PjGlkzCgKbGdEcWAWvan4n9dOMbzyx0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfR50hOaM5QjSyjTwt5K2IBqytBGlLcheIsvL5NGpexdlM/vKsXqdRZHDo7hBM7Ag0uowi3UoA4MJDzDK7w5D86L8+58zFtXnGzmCP7A+fwBdJWPmA==</latexit>

cctxn

<latexit sha1_base64="Oa4Kyt3ZFezDI1Evp9/9MEsHJ+o=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0Ip/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU1EmmGDZYIhLVDqlGwSU2DDcC26lCGocCW+Hodua3nlBpnshHM04xiOlA8ogzaqz04Lpur1zxXG8Oskr8nFQgR71X/ur2E5bFKA0TVOuO76UmmFBlOBM4LXUzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDyfzUKTmzSp9EibIlDZmrvycmNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqJe9mfif18lMdB1MuEwzg5ItFkWZICYhs79JnytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadkg3BX355lTSrrn/pXtxXK7WbPI4inMApnIMPV1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gBOMo0p</latexit>...

<latexit sha1_base64="k2u32wIGIMl4q0cyKAGJwKcajns=">AAACKXicbVDLSgMxFM34tr5GXboJVkE3ZaaIuix241LBPqAtJZPetsHMZEjuVMvg77jxV9woKOrWHzFtZ6GtBwKHc+4j9wSxFAY979OZm19YXFpeWc2trW9sbrnbO1WjEs2hwpVUuh4wA1JEUEGBEuqxBhYGEmrBbXnk1wagjVDRDQ5jaIWsF4mu4Ayt1HZLB7GKE8kQyuWbujlqItzjQBhhB5iYcaAzyjFtatHrI9Na3R203bxX8Mags8TPSJ5kuGq7r82O4kkIEXLJjGn4XoytlGkUXMJDrpkYsGtuWQ8alkYsBNNKx5c+0EOrdGhXafsipGP1d0fKQmOGYWArQ4Z9M+2NxP+8RoLd81YqojhBiPhkUTeRFBUdxUY7QgNHObSEcS3sXynvM8042nBzNgR/+uRZUi0W/NPCyXUxX7rI4lghe2SfHBGfnJESuSRXpEI4eSTP5I28O0/Oi/PhfE1K55ysZ5f8gfP9A2g+p/U=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="toSWNTBBhi5/cu0EwoPPPyn/j2g=">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</latexit>

CreateCCState( ) �! S<latexit sha1_base64="GSOuPf4ZKVvWjZ+wHKIb1AIZOew=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BFvBU0mKqMeiF48V7AekMWw2k3bpZjfsboQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MGVUacf5tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoq0QmCXSIYEL2Q6yAUQ4dTTWDfioBJyGDXji+nfm9J5CKCv6gJyn4CR5yGlOCtZG8OgTuYx4FzWk9qNachjOHvUrcgtRQgXZQ/RpEgmQJcE0YVspznVT7OZaaEgbTyiBTkGIyxkPwDOU4AeXn85On9plRIjsW0hTX9lz9PZHjRKlJEprOBOuRWvZm4n+el+n42s8pTzMNnCwWxRmztbBn/9sRlUA0mxiCiaTmVpuMsMREm5QqJgR3+eVV0m023MvGxX2z1rop4iijE3SKzpGLrlAL3aE26iCCBHpGr+jN0taL9W59LFpLVjFzjP7A+vwBD9+Qdw==</latexit>

ed2
1

Key Value

<latexit sha1_base64="9Lj4cxrC0cfYvWMZSgLgJLRF4Ss=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUUY9FLx4rmFpoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopZNMUebTRCSqHaJmgkvmG24Ea6eKYRwK9hiObmf+4xNTmifywYxTFsQ4kDziFI2V/Cr2vGqvXHFr7hxklXg5qUCOZq/81e0nNIuZNFSg1h3PTU0wQWU4FWxa6maapUhHOGAdSyXGTAeT+bFTcmaVPokSZUsaMld/T0ww1noch7YzRjPUy95M/M/rZCa6DiZcpplhki4WRZkgJiGzz0mfK0aNGFuCVHF7K6FDVEiNzadkQ/CWX14lrXrNu6xd3NcrjZs8jiKcwCmcgwdX0IA7aIIPFDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fo2eN7A==</latexit>a1

<latexit sha1_base64="t4oTIQOGZabXwZDx3ZEsAA+UD+4=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTti1JJoY4lRkAQuZG/Zgw17e5fdOSMh/AQbC42x9RfZ+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZkXJFIYdN1vJ7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O4V9w+aJk414w0Wy1i3Amq4FIo3UKDkrURzGgWSPwTD66n/8Mi1EbG6x1HC/Yj2lQgFo2ilu/JTuVssuRV3BrJMvIyUIEO9W/zq9GKWRlwhk9SYtucm6I+pRsEknxQ6qeEJZUPa521LFY248cezUyfkxCo9EsbalkIyU39PjGlkzCgKbGdEcWAWvan4n9dOMbz0x0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfRv0hOaM5QjSyjTwt5K2IBqytCmU7AheIsvL5NmteKdV85uq6XaVRZHHo7gGE7BgwuowQ3UoQEM+vAMr/DmSOfFeXc+5q05J5s5hD9wPn8AoECNXw==</latexit>x
<latexit sha1_base64="hW34wv7ZCHxLE2k8F7/y62VRVNE=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CbaCp7JbRD0WvXisaD+gXUo2zbah2WRJssKy9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8tEEdoikkvVDbCmnAnaMsxw2o0VxVHAaSeY3M78zhNVmknxaNKY+hEeCRYygo2VHqppdVCuuDV3DrRKvJxUIEdzUP7qDyVJIioM4VjrnufGxs+wMoxwOi31E01jTCZ4RHuWChxR7WfzU6fozCpDFEplSxg0V39PZDjSOo0C2xlhM9bL3kz8z+slJrz2MybixFBBFovChCMj0exvNGSKEsNTSzBRzN6KyBgrTIxNp2RD8JZfXiXtes27rF3c1yuNmzyOIpzAKZyDB1fQgDtoQgsIjOAZXuHN4c6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AocWNYA==</latexit>y

<latexit sha1_base64="Ty4xqDtgIg02jqZu2yVoYZl6K18=">AAAB6nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTti1JJoY4lRkAQuZG+Zgw17e5fdPRMk/AQbC42x9RfZ+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZkXJIJr47rfTm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0r7h80dZwqhg0Wi1i1AqpRcIkNw43AVqKQRoHAh2B4PfUfHlFpHst7M0rQj2hf8pAzaqx0V34qd4slt+LOQJaJl5ESZKh3i1+dXszSCKVhgmrd9tzE+GOqDGcCJ4VOqjGhbEj72LZU0gi1P56dOiEnVumRMFa2pCEz9ffEmEZaj6LAdkbUDPSiNxX/89qpCS/9MZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo36XGFzIiRJZQpbm8lbEAVZcamU7AheIsvL5NmteKdV85uq6XaVRZHHo7gGE7BgwuowQ3UoQEM+vAMr/DmCOfFeXc+5q05J5s5hD9wPn8Ao0qNYQ==</latexit>z
<latexit sha1_base64="oivrHzk5EoNsfLLpfx5tA2FPlZE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYCu4KjNF1GXRjcsK9gHtUDJppg3NZIbkjlCGfoQbF4q49Xvc+Tem7Sy09UDgcM495N4TJFIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR23TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfju5nffuLaiFg94iThfkSHSoSCUbRSu9IbxGgq/VLZrbpzkFXi5aQMORr90pcNsjTiCpmkxnQ9N0E/oxoFk3xa7KWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04sbP5utOyblVBiSMtX0KyVz9nchoZMwkCuxkRHFklr2Z+J/XTTG88TOhkhS5YouPwlQSjMnsdjIQmjOUE0so08LuStiIasrQNlS0JXjLJ6+SVq3qXVUvH2rl+m1eRwFO4QwuwINrqMM9NKAJDMbwDK/w5iTOi/PufCxG15w8cwJ/4Hz+AK2tjyU=</latexit>. . .

1

<latexit sha1_base64="hNaJSd5ZoEOffcfr22TtbKcN9Zw=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIUZdFF7qsYB8wHUomzbShmWRIMkIZ+hluXCji1q9x59+YaWehrQcCh3PuJeeeMOFMG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoo2WqCG0TyaXqhVhTzgRtG2Y47SWK4jjktBtObnO/+0SVZlI8mmlCgxiPBIsYwcZKfj/GZkwwz+5mg2rNrbtzoFXiFaQGBVqD6ld/KEkaU2EIx1r7npuYIMPKMMLprNJPNU0wmeAR9S0VOKY6yOaRZ+jMKkMUSWWfMGiu/t7IcKz1NA7tZB5RL3u5+J/npya6DjImktRQQRYfRSlHRqL8fjRkihLDp5ZgopjNisgYK0yMbaliS/CWT14lnYu6d1lvPDRqzZuijjKcwCmcgwdX0IR7aEEbCEh4hld4c4zz4rw7H4vRklPsHMMfOJ8/fFqRZg==</latexit>G
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Metric 2

Mint, 2 transfers, & burn

<latexit sha1_base64="KjL9G3XvgJ+ZqNdD49Z3cUuKERA=">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</latexit>8
><
>:

⇣ 01(e) = (8e(e
x _ ey) ^ 8e2(x,y)(e

x � ey)

⇣ 02(e) = ex.target = exists(a) ^ ex.target = lock(a)

⇣ 03(e) = ⇣ 02⇣2’ is satisfied ^ ey.target = mint(a)

Follow 
Rules

Algorithm
Mint & burn

Graphical representation
of the model

Fig. 2. Cross-chain model pipeline, spanning from phases 2 to 5.

blockchain. We will elaborate on this use case in Section VII.
Liveness ensures that all cross-chain rules from a protocol are
evaluated (executed) timely. In our example, liveness means
that “conforming parties’ assets cannot be locked up forever”.

B. System Overview

After defining our domain scope (step 1 ), a set of mod-
ified blockchain clients, called connectors issue transactions
against target blockchains via an application (step 2 ). These
blockchains emit events (or transaction receipts) that our con-
nectors capture. Hephaestus then collects the local transac-
tions (also called transaction receipts) in step 3 and generates
ccevents enriched with metadata. After that, it generates a set
of cctxs ( 4 ) and next, it generates a ccmodel ( 5 ). The
next section will illustrate the steps in finer detail. Finally,
the monitoring phase occurs (Section V-D), where events are
constantly monitored and used to update the ccstate. Business
logic can be defined to facilitate the integration with legacy
systems or to implement audit or monitoring functionality.

C. Cross-Chain Model Generation

This section explains how to generate a model, focusing
on phases 2 to 5 . Our pipeline is divided into phases
(cf. Figure 2): 2 Emit Local Transactions, 3 Poll Local
Transactions, 4 Create cctxs, and 5 Create ccmodel. The
monitoring phase is illustrated in the next section.

In phase 2 , we start by listening to local transactions
in our domain set D. Each domain in our system has an
accessible event pool from which we can fetch the events used
to build the model. Without loss of generality, and to simplify
our reasoning, we look for local transactions in the domains
ledger L1 ( ), and ledger L2 ( ). The considered trans-
actions are created and submitted by our connectors, C1 and
C2, respectively. Transactions have a case id, meaning local
transactions without this special identifier are not considered.
Our clients capture the relevant transactions and send them
to the ccmodel generator, starting the next phase. In phase
3 , the raw transaction receipts enter a processor module

that translates local transactions into a ccevent according to
a function map2event(txL) −→ ccevent.

The output of phase 3 are ccevents coming from L1,
event1, and from ledger L2, event2 which we aggregate
onto a ccevent log, with events coming from different ledgers.
Therefore, events implement a standardized data model. After
constructing a set of events, we proceed to phase 4 . In this
phase, we receive an event log and output the cross-chain state
and a set of cctxs (via a createCCTXs function).

Algorithm 1: Cross-Chain State Update.
Creation of a cross-chain state from a set of ccevents

Input: Set of events E
Input: State update algorithm createCCState
Input: Cross-chain rules R
Input: Cross-chain state S
Output: Upon success returns cross-chain state S, and a

SYNC MOVE
1 require verifySatisfability(e,R,S) // Returns

tuple (event,MOVE ON LOG ) if event do not
conform to the rules, cross-chain state is
invalid.

2 foreach e ∈ E do
3 // For each event in retrieved event set
4 if ∄S[e.caseID] then
5 // each cross-chain state key is indexed

by case ID.
6 cc = populateCCTX(S[e.caseID], e)
7 end if
8 else
9 cc = updateCCTx(S[e.caseID], e)

10 end if
11 S = S ∪ cc
12 S ′ = createCCState(S, e.caseID)

// Calculates the updated ccstate,
algorithm is parametrizable

13 end foreach
14 return (S ′, SYNC MOVE )

Algorithm 1 illustrates step 4 . It receives the pro-
cessed ccevents from step 3 , a state update algorithm
createCCState, a collection of rules (as specified in the
use case), and the previous ccstate (could be empty). Note
that the ccevents follow the data model specified in Section
III. Algorithm 1 is responsible for monitoring that the events
follow the rules, and is executed from time to time. Further-
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more, it updates the cross-chain state (composed of metrics
and a key-value store).

First, we collect every event retrieved dynamically by the
connectors. A “require” check on line 1 verifies if the set
of ccevents respects the rules (see the defined rules for the
bridge use case in Section III). Note that the rules evaluation
might consider the current ccstate, which is why it is provided
to the verifiySatisfiability primitive. If the check
returns false, the algorithm returns an error and is handled by
the incident management component. We will describe more
details in the next subsection.

Otherwise, we iterate on the events from the set and
aggregate them into cctxs (lines 3-10). Note that cctxs are
indexed by caseID. Here, we create the metadata fields, namely
the metrics (latency, cost, throughput, in line 5) or update them
(in line 8) depending on if a cctx with identifier “caseID”
already exists. The populateCCTXs function assigns the
different metadata from ccevents and attributes (e.g., payload)
to the newly created cctx. The updateCCTx updates a cctx
based on the new information a ccevent carries. For example,
if the ccevent carries a cost, the new cost of the cctx will
have its cost incremented by e.metadata.cost. The new or
updated cctx is added or updated to our current ccstate.
Now, we need to update specific cross-chain semantics with
the function createCCState. We provide an example for
createCCState, Algorithm 2. This algorithm verifies if
the current event locks an asset on a source blockchain so
it can be minted on a target blockchain. It sets a bit to one
for each locked asset. Note that this function is illustrative
and does not reflect a complex lock-unlock mechanism. For
instance, the algorithm should check if an unlock with a newer
timestamp happened regarding a locked asset and perform user
management.

Having a cross-chain state, we initiate the ccmodel genera-
tion phase 5 . In this phase, we generate a ccmodel using an
algorithm G and the ccstate. Several graphical representations
are possible, such as a process tree or a BPMN model. We
provide details on this process in Section VI-D.

Algorithm 2: State update algorithm processCCState
- Verification of a lock transaction referring to asset a

Input: Cross-chain state S
Input: Case id id referring to the lock
Output: Updated cross-chain state S

1 foreach cctx ∈ S do
2 if cctx.caseID = id then
3 // current event?
4 if cctx.target == verifyLock ∧ e.target == a

then
5 // if current event specifies a lock
6 S.lockedAssets[a] = 1 // then set asset a

to locked
7 end if
8 end if
9 end foreach

10 return S

D. Cross-Chain Transaction Monitoring

In this section, we explain how we monitor transac-
tions and detect non-conformance behavior, alleviating on-
chain bridge hacks. Non-conformance behavior can be one
of three: outliers, malicious intent (bug exploitation/attack),
or non-modeled behavior. The baseline for detecting non-
conformance is a ccmodel, which corresponds to a specifica-
tion of expected behavior. We define a set of traces belonging
to the set of all possible traces {t1, ..., tn} ∈ T as a current
execution of a cross-chain use case. For each trace being
executed, we consider a set of steps s1, ..., sn. We then take
the sequence of steps and perform alignment. Alignment-based
replay aims to find one of the best alignment between the trace
and the model. Each alignment creates a set of pairs (trace,
transition) such that for each pair, one of the following can
occur: 1) SYNC MOVE - both the trace and the model
advance in the same way during the replay, meaning we have a
match, 2) MOVE ON LOG - the trace that is not mimicked
in the model. This means there is a deviation between our
specification and the observed behavior.

The idea is now to retrieve incoming ccevents at every t
timesteps and build a trace. The current trace is constructed
and encoded in the ccstate. For every incoming event, the next
step of the trace is calculated and compared against the model
(i.e., compared against the set rule R). If a trace is SYNC
MOVE ,i.e., verifySatisfability returns true, then
it is common behaviour (expected). The state is updated and
returned. Otherwise, it is non-modeled behavior, and MOVE
ON LOG , along with the point on the trace (current event)
that originated the error. The lesser t, the better liveness
a model provides and, consequently, the smaller the attack
window. This error triggers an incident response framework.
The framework defines how the incident should be investigated
as it can result from under-modeling or malicious behavior (for
example, an attack). The definition of an incident response
framework for briges is out of scope and is left for future
work. In any case, the end-user may inspect the event leading
to the trace and understand which parameter has caused such
behavior. Malicious behavior can come in different forms. The
most common are smart contract vulnerabilities holding the
business logic that realizes the use case. Many more attack
vectors exist, such as smart contract framework vulnerability,
dependency vulnerability, cryptographic vulnerability, network
attacks such as denial of service or network partitioning,
consensus manipulation, and others [40].

Upon detecting malicious activity, an incident response plan
can be put into practice and halt the bridge until a patch
is deployed, according to good practices [7], [41], [42]. The
most prevalent attack in bridges is a cross-chain double spend
[33], [43]: where the lock-unlock mechanism of such bridges
is bypassed. In this paper, we focus on this type of attack,
executed as a smart contract exploitation further elaborated in
Section VII-D.
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present the implementation. The code is
available on Github2. We developed our work as a Hyperledger
Cacti (Cacti) [25] plugin. Cacti is a blockchain integration
project supported by enterprises such as Blockdaemon, Ac-
centure, IBM, and Fujitsu, with more than 270 stars and 80
contributors. Next, we detail this paper’s relevant technical
contributions and the implementation of Hephaestus.

A. Connectors

We implemented two blockchain connectors to connect
to multiple blockchains and retrieve transactions. Connectors
are self-contained application programming interfaces that
constitute the basis for interoperability functionality. The first
connector binds our software to Hyperledger Fabric 2.2 —
a permissioned blockchain system. Fabric is designed for
enterprise-grade applications that benefit from decentraliza-
tion. It supports smart contracts (called chaincode), that can
be written in several general-purpose programming languages.
The nodes execute proposals for transactions signed and sent
to an orderer node. Orderer nodes reach consensus on the order
of transactions, batch them into blocks, and link them, creating
the blockchain. Then, new blocks are sent to the nodes on the
network. Fabric has a key-value store that holds the most up-
to-date values from the blockchain - a desirable programming
model to implement a bridge; it allows chaincodes to retrieve
state without reconstructing the blockchain. We implemented
this connector, package name cactus-plugin-ledger-connector-
fabric in Typescript, counting ≈5k lines of code. We wrote
16 integration tests, accounting for ≈4k lines of code. The
connector supports functionality to issue transactions (trans-
act), deploy smart contracts (deployContract), send transaction
receipts to Hephaestus, and several administrative tasks
(such as registering a new user).

The second connector connects to a Hyperledger Besu
(Besu) 1.5.1 network. Besu is an open-source Ethereum
client, that also has capabilities to span private EVM-runtime
compatible networks. It allows for interacting with Ethereum
networks, including participating in the consensus process,
developing and deploying smart contracts and decentralized
applications. Besu implements proof of authority algorithms
such as IBFT (more suitable for private networks) and proof of
work (Ethash). We implemented this connector, package name
cactus-plugin-ledger-connector-besu in Typescript, counting
≈5k lines of code. We wrote 14 integration tests, accounting
for ≈3k lines of code. The connector supports functionality
to issue transactions (transact), deploy smart contracts (de-
ployContract), send transaction receipts to Hephaestus, and
several administrative tasks (such as obtaining a raw block
from the network).

B. Test Ledgers

We implemented tools to programmatically create test net-
works for Fabric and Besu, allowing for reproducible tests

2https://rafaelapb.page.link/code

Concept Implementation Lines of code
Domain Fabric (L1), Besu (L2) –

Domain logic Bridge smart contracts 819
Ledger client Fabric (CL1), Besu (CL2) 17k
Test ledger Fabric and Besu test ledgers 1.8k

Model Generator Hephaestus 5.9k
Process Discovery pm4py –

Process Conformance pm4py –

TABLE II
IMPLEMENTATION EFFORT AS THE NUMBER OF LINES OF CODE CREATED,

FOR EACH PRESENTED COMPONENT

and debugging of our application, namely the tools besu-all-
in-one and fabric-all-in-one. These tools not only allow the
reproducibility of our work but also ease the developers to
create new applications and build on top of Hephaestus.
The all-in-one test ledgers are divided into two parts: 1)
a test ledger manager, a Typescript program that launches,
administrates, stops, and destroys test ledgers by binding to
a process running a Docker container, and 2) Dockerfiles
defining the networks. The Fabric test ledger manager has
≈1k lines of code. The Besu test ledger manager has 428
lines of code. Other test ledgers such as corda-all-in-one and
substrate-all-in-one are available for the research community.

C. Bridge and Smart Contracts

1
Locker 

contract

Node

Hephaestus

Minter
 contract

Node

User

2
3

5
4

Read Read

Fig. 3. Cross-chain bridge across Hyperledger Fabric and Hyperledger Besu

We implement a use case of asset transfers across a Hy-
perledger Besu network and a Hyperledger Fabric network as
a foundation for testing Hephaestus capabilities. A cross-
chain asset transfer triggered by an end-user generates a set
of events representing an asset lock on a source blockchain
(Besu) and an asset unlock on a target blockchain (Fabric).
This lock-unlock mechanism assures that the representation of
a minted asset is pegged to a locked asset. In asset transfers,
there is typically a third-party actor called a relayer, which
carries the proof of a lock to the target blockchain, so the mint
can occur3. Alternatively, the user can provide proof. Without
loss of generality, we use the later representation.

The use case is implemented as follows: on the Besu
network, we have a Solidity smart contract “Locker” with
two methods: create asset, and lock asset. First, a user must

3We could model the relayers behavior in our use case, by adding two
activities: submit proof, which contains a payload that certifies that an asset
was locked from the source chain, and proof submission, a payload consisting
of a proof that validates the minting of an asset. These events would be added
by a system other than the mock blockchain (e.g., relayer).
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create an asset (step 1) and then lock it (step 2). On the
Fabric network, the Typescript smart contract “Minter” allows
a user to call the method mint asset (step 3), creating the
representation of the locked asset. Afterward, a user can freely
transfer that token to other users in exchange for other tokens,
using transfer asset (optional, step 4). Finally, if users want to
recover the original tokens, they run burn asset representation
(step 5). This procedure would unlock the assets on the source
chain (omitted for brevity).

D. Hephaestus Plugin

We implemented Hephaestus as a business logic plugin
for Hyperledger Cacti, written in Typescript. Its latest version
is version commit 8d8567e (stable branch), package name
cactus-plugin-cc-tx-visualization. The main class is CcTxVisu-
alization, which takes as input references different blockchain
connectors. The plugin can be run as a web service, inspecting
the event pools. After a local transaction is detected, the plugin
adds them to a temporary queue. Transactions are transformed
into events. From time to time, events are transformed into
cctxs (batched for efficiency). The data model for events and
metrics can be defined by the developer.
Hephaestus uses the cctxs to are used to build a cross-

chain state, which is made available to the applicational
layer. Models are built from ccevents, given as input to a
Python script (model generator) that, on its end, generates
the ccmodel. The model generator used the open-source li-
brary pm4py version 2.2.20 [44]. We generate our model
using the Inductive Miner algorithm [45], and generate the
corresponding BPMN and process tree diagrams. Our plugin
counts ≈5.5k lines of code. To identify misconformance,
we used an alignment technique, available in the confor-
mance diagnostics alignments function from the pm4py li-
brary, namely the Scipy linear solver tool.

VII. EVALUATION

Goals: The goals of the experiments are as follows. 1)
evaluate Hephaestus performance in terms of transaction
throughput, latency, and storage required. We also evaluate
the scaling capabilities concerning the number of local trans-
actions, activities, and domains. Goal 2) is to evaluate the
system’s capability to identify misconformance, given a base-
line ccmodel. In this section, we first conduct an experimental
evaluation, followed by a qualitative analysis and discussion.

Experimental Setup: We deployed an instance of
Hephaestus on Google Cloud (CPU with eight cores,
32Gb of RAM, SSD). The different event providers are
our Hyperledger Fabric connector, and the Hyperledger
Besu connector (version 1.0.0). We initialize a RabbitMQ
server serving our event collector rabbitmq-test-server. Event
emitters on the connectors are implemented as RabbitMQ
clients. Every experiment was run 50 times (where we
removed the first and last 10 runs, considering a total of
30 runs), and we report the average result, along with the
standard deviation, for each run. We share the scripts to
generate the plots and ccmodels, making the evaluation
process reproducible. Furthermore, we save the output of

each evaluation scenario4 and the generated cross-chain logs5

and share it with the reader.
Metrics and Workloads: For each run, we capture the

following metrics: throughput (cctxs) and their latency, storage
cost, i.e., performance metrics. We test two scenarios under
variable workloads, which we present later in this section.
We characterize each scenario as a tuple (interoperation
mode, number of blockchains, event type, and workload).
The interoperation mode states what cross-chain feature we
are testing, asset transfers, asset exchanges, or data transfers.
While intuitive, for space limitations, we refer to [33] for
a detailed explanation. The number of domains reflects the
number of ledgers or other systems emitting events in the
scenario, namely Hyperledger Fabric, Hyperledger Besu, or
a mock blockchain (essentially, we only model the message
transmission). Finally, each workload contains details on the
number of events, activities, and domains in that scenario.
We implemented a workload generator that produces events
across different blockchains. Events are then captured by
Hephaestus.

A. Baseline: Dummy Use Case with Test Receipts

In this section, we depict the evaluation of our system using
a mock blockchain, interoperation mode asset transfer, within
a single domain. The workload consists of 6 events, 6 activ-
ities, with ccmodel generation algorithm G = inductive
miner.

The dummy use case represents a cctx composed of 6
ccevents. This transaction locks an asset from a source
blockchain and unlocks a representation of the same asset on
a target blockchain (typically using parties called relayers6).
Instead of using blockchains to collect receipts, receipts are
emitted by a single mock blockchain, which we call the test
blockchain. The mock blockchain processes transactions as
detailed in Section VI-C, namely create asset, lock asset, mint
asset, transfer asset (optional), and burn asset representation.

We measure the performance of the following phases (see
Figure 3a): the Infrastructure Setup (phase 1), the emission and
polling of local transactions, as events Emit Local Transactions
(phase 2.1), and Poll Local Transactions (phase 2.2), the
creation of cctxs, Create cctx (phase 3.1) and the creation
of the ccmodel, Create ccmodel (phase 3.2). The infrastruc-
ture setup includes setting the event emitters (connectors,
including creating blockchain networks and initializing the
connectors), setting the event collector (RabbitMQ server), and
setting up Hephaestus. The Emit Local Transactions phase
emits test events or issues transactions against the deployed
ledgers. The Poll Local Transactions waits for the events and
sends them to Hephaestus for processing. The Create cctx
generation includes mapping the local transactions to cctxs,

4Online: https://rafaelapb.page.link/cctx-viz-output
5Online: https://rafaelapb.page.link/cctx-viz-csv
6We could model a third-party responsible for carrying proofs of on-chain

execution, the relayer [1] - yielding two more events, in addition to the
modeled six. Those two extra events are modeled as activities: generate proof,
which contains a payload that certifies an asset was locked from the source
chain (the proof), and submit proof, an event asserting a transaction with proof
was submitted to be validated.
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Fig. 4. Figure a) shows the latency, in milliseconds, for each phase of
the baseline test scenario. Figure b) storage requirements, in kilobytes, for
a variable number of events.

and calculating cctx metrics. Figure 4a) shows the latency
phase breakdown for the emission of six events. We can
observe that the setup phase takes around 1.5 seconds, and the
most time-consuming phase takes approximately 3 seconds,
despite being mock transactions. Figure 5 shows the same
breakdown for a variable number of events. Table III supports
this figure by reporting the mean end-to-end latency for each
phase along with the standard deviation. Phases 1 and 2.2
remain practically constant. Phase 2.1 is sublinear. Phase 3.2’s
performance indicates that after a certain threshold (between
600 and 6000 transactions), the system starts bottlenecking.

We measure the storage required for generating, storing,
and processing events into a ccmodel. Figure 4b) shows the
required storage as a function of the number of events created.
The RabbitMQ container and respective runtime data occupy
257Mb and 72.4kB, respectively. The storage requirements
appear to be sublinear to the number of events - six events
(one cctx) occupy 789 bytes, while six thousand events occupy
around 6.6Mb. For a cctx, means each cctx occupies around
789 bytes + derived data (metrics, a few bytes). Since the
metrics are five floats, a date, a string with 128 chars, and a
list of events, each cctx occupies at least 937 bytes. Finally,
the cross-chain model generation phase includes parsing the
created cctxs and generating the ccmodel. The generated
BPMN model for the dummy use case scenario is represented
in Figure 5. Each cctx takes 985 milliseconds to build.

B. Use Case: Asset Transfer across Heterogeneous Networks

In this section, we depict the evaluation of our system using
two blockchains. The interoperation mode is asset transfer

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

—— Phase 2.1 Phase 2.2 Phase 3.1 Phase 3.2

events µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ

6 1397.53 83.06 0.47 0.51 3030.27 8.94 0.67 0.61 83.51 1.95
60 1387.93 20.09 2.20 0.66 3068.97 19.07 1.27 0.45 87.2 0.93
600 1388.33 22.26 13.03 3.02 3163.47 21.89 7.53 1.14 98.21 1.51

6000 1392.20 18.05 116.97 20.67 3459.37 18.36 26.5 3.42 265.61 4.18

TABLE III
END-TO-END PROCESS LATENCY MEAN (µ) AND STANDARD DEVIATION
(σ), IN MILLISECONDS, AS A FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER OF EVENTS.

within two domains. The workload is composed of batches
of 6 transactions (2 Besu plus 4 Fabric), and 6 activities, with
ccmodel generation algorithm G = inductive miner.

Next, we illustrate an asset transfer between a private net-
work running Hyperledger Besu and a private network running
Hyperledger Fabric, implementing a cross-chain bridge. The
rule set for a valid cross-chain asset transfer is illustrated in
Equation 2, from Section III. The asset transfer process is
the same as in the baseline scenario, i.e., a cctx is composed
of 6 events, where two are local blockchain transactions. An
Hephaestus instance is connected to a Fabric connector and
a Besu connector. Each connector is connected to a Fabric net-
work version 2.2 and Besu network version 21.1, respectively.
The Fabric network consists of 2 peers and 1 orderer, using
Raft as the consensus protocol of orderers and LevelDB to
maintain the local storage in each node. The Besu network
consists of a solo node network. The use case explored in this
section follows the same transaction flow as the baseline, i.e.,
transactions create asset, lock asset, mint asset, transfer asset
(two of them) and burn asset representation are issued in this
order. This flow implements a simplified version of a cross-
chain promissory note transfer [23] between Hyperledger Besu
and Hyperledger Fabric. We used the smart contracts described
in Section VI. Figure 6 depicts the normal functioning of the
bridge, and also a scenario where double spending happens.

When testing the variable workload of 6-6000 events, the
“Infrastructure Setup” and “Poll Transactions Receipt” phases
take the most time, as expected. The median latency required
for these phases is 1392 and 3469 seconds, respectively,
for 6000 events. The infrastructure setup phase takes 90%,
56%, and 12% of the overall execution latency, while the
transaction emission takes 7%, 42%, and 88%, for 6, 60, and
600 transactions, respectively. Since these phases take most
of the execution time, we illustrate the breakdown of the
remaining phases, “Poll Local Transactions”, “Create cctx”,
and “Create ccmodel”, in Figure 4. The storage requirements
are similar to the baseline use case. For a 60-event execution,
we obtain that each cctx (6 events) takes 2,04 seconds to
construct.

C. Baseline Vs. Use Case

The bottleneck for both scenarios is the infrastructure setup
(phase 1) and transaction emission phase (2.1) or polling
transactions (phase 2.2). For the use case, the bottlenecks
are the infrastructure setup (phase 1) and receipt emission
phases (phase 2.1). We observe that the infrastructure setup
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Fig. 5. Latency for each phase of the baseline test scenario for a variable number of events.

Fig. 6. Generated business process modelling notation model for the events generated in the baseline phase.

and transaction emission phases occupy around 97%, 98%,
and practically 100% of the execution time, depending on
if we are emitting 6,60, or 600 events, respectively. This is
expected, and we conclude the bottleneck is the transaction
execution and commitment. In the dummy use case creating
receipts is a cheaper task than retrieving them; in this use
case, the inverse happens because executing transactions on
blockchains is generally an expensive task. In a production
environment, the cross-chain throughput is limited by the
finality speed of the underlying systems: the infrastructural
part of Hephaestus is efficient in issuing the transactions
and retrieving the respective receipts. Varying the number of
domains/blockchains should not affect the creation of cctx as
all transaction receipts are interpreted as ccevents. However,
a varying number of domains might influence the overall
latency of the system depending on their transaction generation
rate. In other words, the faster a domain is, the faster the
“Emit local transactions” phase will be, and consequently, the
faster cctxs and ccstate will be processed. The latency of a
cross-chain transaction cctxi, denoted by δ(cctxi), will be the
sum of the individual latencies (in case local transactions are
sequential), or bounded by the slowest domain (paralellized):
δ(cctxi) = max{δ(d1), . . . , δ(dn)}. Of course, this will de-
pend on the specific cross-chain logic, as there are cases where
some local transactions can be parallelized and others not.
We leave experiments on real-world bridges, with a variable
number of domains for future work.

The complexity of transforming the receipts into events
may vary significantly, but our experiments show a very low
overhead. Furthermore, the setup phase only needs to be
performed once. We conclude that our system is scalable in
terms of latency and extensibility.

D. Preventing Cross-Chain Double-Spends

In this section, we run experiments that allow us to evaluate
if Hephaestus can detect deviations from expected behav-
ior, namely detecting double-spends.

Create, lock, mint, transfer, transfer, burn

1 3

Expected cctx

2 4 5 6

Observed cctx

1 3 4 5 6
Create, X , mint, transfer, transfer, burn

(a)

Transfer, burn, unlock, transfer

31

Expected cctx

42

Observed cctx

41
Transfer, X, unlock, transfer

3

(b)

Fig. 7. Double spend detection. Figure a) shows a double spend direction
source-to-target blockchain. Figure b) shows a double spend, direction target-
to-source blockchain.

Expected behavior, or the specification, is given by the
events we emit. After generating the ccmodel, we generate
another set of events, this time in the following order: create
asset, mint asset, transfer asset, burn asset. Note that the lock
asset phase is not present - this emulates a user attempting
to mint an asset without an appropriate lock (double spend
case one). This mechanism models what happened in real-
world bridge hacks, namely the PolyNetwork bridge (using
a truncated function signature hash collisions and forced
transaction inclusions) and the Meter bridge (via inconsistent
deposit logic) [43]. Events originate on the source chain ,
or target chain . Events can lead to a SYNC MOVE or
MOVE ON LOG . The latter indicates the point in the cross-
chain model where an attack has happened.

Figure 7 shows the detection of double spending. We obtain
detailed alignment information about transitions that did not
execute correctly, namely the mint before the lock, according
to Figure 7a). While it is possible to obtain a set of detailed
metrics such as throughput and cost analysis of real-time
flows, we stick to the conformance of the process (the fitness)
for the sake of space. Fitness is a simple metric used in
process mining that consists in measuring the ratio between
SYNC MOVEs and MOVE ON LOGs. We obtain that a mint
should occur after it has occurred (’MintAsset’, ’>>’),
and fitness 82%. The trace generated by our implementation
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and the expected traces differ, originating a MOVE ON LOG
. We leave the study of applying different process mining

algorithms to create cross-chain models of different real-
world interoperability systems for future work. Along with
this future work, we will study the different trade-offs be-
tween algorithms, including performance considerations (using
metrics such as recall, precision, accuracy, F-Score, and error
rate). Further research is needed to understand the optimal
algorithms for each bridge and user cohort.

Double-spends can also happen in the contrary direction
(Figure 7b). After a user bridged an asset, they can recover
it by burning the bridged asset on the target blockchain and
unlocking the original asset on the source blockchain. Dou-
ble spending occurs when a false proof-of-burn is provided,
making the user maintain the bridged token and the original
token. This attack happened on the Polygon/Matic bridge (via
incorrect proof-of-burn verification).

As soon as double-spends are detected, several defense
mechanisms can be activated [43], limiting the scope of the
attacks. If assets are frozen in due course, double spending
can be not only alleviated but prevented. In conclusion, our
system can detect several types of attacks directly mappable
to real-world occurrences, without loss of generality.

E. Discussion

Hephaestus contributes to mitigating bridge hacks by 1)
generating a ccmodel of the bridge protocols, allowing reason-
ing about the protocol flow, bottlenecks, and possible threats
and vulnerabilities, and 2) minimizing the attack consequences
by finding active monitoring and detecting suspicious behavior
in real-time. Cross-chain models allow expressing complex
cross-chain logic without having the protocol designer focus
on timeouts, missing or corrupted information, and the techni-
calities of ad-hoc protocols. This allows the designer to focus
instead on the business logic and its monitoring and achieve
a separation of concerns.

Our tool can be extended to incorporate an incident frame-
work that is activated upon detection of a MOVE ON LOG
(e.g., freeze certain types of transactions), according to what
is starting to be explored in the industry [42]. For this,
adequate ccmodel representations are needed. We generate
BPMN models, that are good for expressing the semantics
of a cross-chain use case graphically, but research on what
is an appropriate representation of cross-chain processes is
still lacking. An important assumption is that the model is
complete, i.e., models all the desired behavior. However, this
is not always the case, and some MOVE ON LOG events can
be false negatives. Creating robust models that tolerate noise
and evaluating those models is an evolving, core challenge
in the process mining area that would have repercussions in
generating and maintaining ccmodels [28]. A consideration of
cross-chain security is that cross-chain models are deemed cor-
rect when certain predicates on incoming events are satisfied.
To this end, designing the rules is of utmost importance, likely
to be an interactive process involving different stakeholders;
another consideration is that sometimes the events that are
checked against rules are not controlled by the bridge operators

- leaving a wide attack surface for hackers. Regarding privacy,
there are multiple views on the interoperability literature [46]–
[49]. It seems that the main property for cross-chain transac-
tions is unlinkability: the inability of an external observer to
link the lock to the mint transactions. However, our system
does not provide asset transfer privacy. Further investigation
on the security and privacy of ccmodels is needed.

Finally, our system is modular - new blockchains can easily
be supported. It has the potential to be integrated into cross-
chain APIs for such purposes. The possibility of retrieving
the cumulative metrics for all cctxs processed in the ccmodel
allows enhanced and fine-grain monitoring of cross-chain
logic. For example, the revenue and cost parameters can be
adjusted according to the use case, allowing semantically en-
riching each transaction. Associating cost and revenue values
to transaction receipts would help calculate capital profit taxes
for a certain jurisdiction, for instance.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Hephaestus is the result of an inter-disciplinary work that
combines the fields of blockchain interoperability, on-chain
analytics, and process mining applied to the blockchain.

A. Bridge Hacks and Monitoring

Lee et al. explored a systematization of cross-chain bridge
hacks that supports our modeling of double spend [43].
Although some work on bridge security has been done recently
[46], [49]–[54], the space still needs systematization. Our work
puts forward the cross-chain model, a concept that unites
several efforts in the area. The work by Zhang et al. [50]
seems to be the most similar to ours. The authors create a tool
to identify miss-conformance in the lock-unlock bridge mech-
anism. However, this work is directed specifically at bridges
and not arbitrary cross-chain use cases. On the other hand,
BUNGEE is a general-agnostic framework that inspires this
work. In this paper, a tool that produces consolidated views
over user activity on different blockchains [2] is proposed.
Hephaestus can complement BUNGEE to generate met-
rics, protocol behavior patterns, and individual user activity.
Hephaestus can be deployed over interoperability protocols
such as ODAP/SAT [23], [55], [56], XCLAIM [37], and many
others [1], to provide a monitoring layer.

B. On-chain Analytics

In the field of on-chain analytics, some industry solutions
exist and are well-adopted: the Dune tool allows to Explore,
create and share crypto analytics, including key metrics for
DeFi, NFTs, and more, expressive queries, and the visual-
ization of information in dashboards. Hephaestus would
allow for the creation of a cross-chain Dune tool by cross-
referencing transactions in multiple chains [57]. Chainanalysis
provides a dashboard for investigation, compliance, and risk
management tools to assert compliance with jurisdictions and
fight fraud and illicit activities [58]. For example, it allows
one to visualize the flow of funds and track movements
across currencies. Our tool would provide possibilities to port
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this monitoring for the cross-chain scenario. Metla finance
[59], Morali [60], and Rokti [61] allows a unified view of
user assets over different blockchains. Hephaestus would
allow extending the views to support arbitrary states across
blockchains. Certik provides a monitoring layer for analyzing
and monitoring blockchain protocols and DeFi projects, but
only from a security perspective [62]. Token Flow is the
closest work to ours, an analytics tool to track cross-chain
asset transfers [63]. However, Token Flow does not support
arbitrary cross-chain use cases. On the academic side, we have
several tools that allow on-chain analysis of smart contracts
for security purposes [40], [64], [65], performance [66], [66],
[67], compliance and anti-fraud [68], and others [69], [70] .
However, such projects provide a sort of meta-view over user
activity, do not provide specific information about interaction
with protocols, and are not generalizable, contrarily to this
work.

C. Process mining on blockchain
In the process mining area, some work has been done to

apply it to the blockchain. In [71], the authors used process
mining techniques to specify the behavior of the Augur pro-
tocol, discovering bottlenecks and proposing improvements.
Some tools to automatize the creation of process models from
blockchain protocols to facilitate multiple goals have been
proposed [72]–[75], but none for the cross-chain scenario.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The need for multi-chain applications introduces additional
challenges to end-users and developers, where we emphasize
new attack vectors and a large attack surface. The exploitation
of these threats leads to large-scale attacks on cross-chain
bridges. We propose Hephaestus to address this problem.
Hephaestus generates cross-chain models from observed

cross-chain events. By associating a set of transactions with a
set of rules, transactional flow can be monitored and, there-
fore, deviations from the idealized process can be detected.
This allows to timely act upon suspicious behavior that can
indicate an attack. We implemented Hephaestus, several
blockchain connectors, test ledgers, and a workload generator.
Our evaluation includes creating a cross-chain use case on
asset transfers (i.e., a bridge) composed of a pair of smart
contracts and cross-chain logic. We tested our system with
variable workloads to assess the performance and reliability
of Hephaestus. We conclude that we have low latency in
generating ccmodels for the given use case and that our tool
can scale with the number of blockchains and cctxs.

We pave the way to enable a better user experience for
the end user and protocol operators by enabling the analy-
sis, monitoring, and optimization of ccmodels. In particular,
Hephaestus can be applied over established blockchain
interoperability protocols, serving as a monitoring and audit
layer, providing better response capacity and thus enhanced
proactive security. Use cases such as reconfiguring wallets
across chains, better user interfaces for fund tracking across
different chains, managing additional base layer tokens for
gas, doing tax reports, and analyzing cross-chain maximal
extractable value do not need to be complicated.
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